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Biofilms, surface-bound communities of microbes, are economically and medically important due to their pathogenic and obstructive properties. Among the numerous strategies to prevent bacterial adhesion and subsequent biofilm formation, surface topography was recently proposed as a highly nonspecific method that does not rely on small-molecule antibacterial compounds, which promote resistance. Here, we provide a detailed investigation of how the introduction of submicrometer crevices to a surface affects attachment of Escherichia coli. These crevices reduce substrate surface area available to the cell body but increase overall surface area. We have found that, during the first 2 h, adhesion to topographic surfaces is significantly reduced compared with flat controls, but this behavior abruptly reverses to significantly increased adhesion at longer exposures. We show that this reversal coincides with bacterially induced wetting transitions and that flagellar filaments aid in adhesion to these wetted topographic surfaces. We demonstrate that flagella are able to reach into crevices, access additional surface area, and produce a dense, fibrous network. Mutants lacking flagella show comparatively reduced adhesion. By varying substrate crevice sizes, we determine the conditions under which having flagella is most advantageous for adhesion. These findings strongly indicate that, in addition to their role in swimming motility, flagella are involved in attachment and can furthermore act as structural elements, enabling bacteria to overcome unfavorable surface topographies. This work contributes insights for the future design of antifouling surfaces and for improved understanding of bacterial behavior in native, structured environments.
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The attachment of bacteria to solid surfaces is the first step in the formation of biofilms—communities of sessile microbes surrounded by a polymeric matrix (1, 2). A growing appreciation of the ubiquity and importance of biofilms in medicine and industry has led to a proliferation of antiadhesion strategies that include chemical, biological, and physical approaches (3–12). Attempts to block biofilm formation must also take into account the rapid evolution of bacteria and their ability to resist many chemical assaults (13–17). By preventing adhesion in a manner that is nontoxic for the bacteria as well as for the application (e.g., medical implants), there is hope that we may reduce the costs associated with biofilm formation without imposing selective pressures for the development of antibiotic resistance. Physical strategies, particularly the use of rationally designed surface topographies, have gained attention recently as highly nonspecific methods for prevention of attachment without the use of antimicrobials (6, 8, 11, 18–20).

Understanding how bacteria interact with surfaces that have roughness on the micrometer and submicrometer length scales (i.e., comparable with the length scale of the bacteria themselves) is critical to the development of antiadhesive topographies. Such surfaces are also relevant for a deeper understanding of the native bacterial lifestyle, because most surfaces in nature are not atomically smooth. Indeed, the microvilli of the intestines are between 80 and 150 nm in diameter (21), creating considerable topographic constraints for enteric pathogens that might attempt to colonize the epithelium. Geometric considerations suggest that surfaces with roughness on the bacterial length scale provide less available surface area and fewer attachment points for rigid bacterial bodies than smooth surfaces (Fig. L4). However, the simplistic view of bacteria as rigid rods or spheres ignores the presence of bacterial appendages, such as pili and flagella (Fig. 1A, Right).

Previous work has demonstrated that type I pili and flagella are required for biofilm formation by Escherichia coli (22). Flagella have been suggested to aid in overcoming surface repulsive forces and, possibly, to aid in spreading of cells along a surface. Additionally, exopolysaccharides and surface antigens help to develop biofilm morphology (23, 24). It is possible that such extracellular features also play important roles in allowing bacteria to adapt and adhere to bumpy surfaces. Using wild-type cells and deletions of several biofilm-associated genes, we herein examine the role of surface appendages on adhesion to patterned substrates and show that flagella in particular appear to aid in attachment to surfaces inaccessible to the cell body, by reaching into crevices and masking surface topography. By measuring adhesion to various surface patterns, we are able to better separate the adhesive role of flagella from their role in improving surface access via swimming motility and to suggest that flagella may provide an additional, structural function in biofilm formation.

Results

E. coli cells form biofilms on surfaces submerged in liquid (25). A relevant clinical example of this is catheter-associated urinary tract infections by uropathogenic E. coli. We asked whether micrometer-scale surface topography could reduce bacterial adhesion to submerged substrates. By introducing bumps separated by valleys smaller than a cell diameter, we hypothesized that there would be reduced surface area available to cells, and thus adhesion would be diminished compared with smooth surfaces (Fig. L4). To choose an appropriate surface pattern, we first required an accurate measurement of cell diameter. Due to the inadequate resolution of light microscopy and the distortion associated with sample preparations for electron microscopy (EM), we chose to use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the diameters of hydrated cells. Exponential phase E. coli (strain ZK2686) cells were probed with an AFM in liquid using contact mode. The measured cell diameters were 0.60 ± 0.10 μm (n = 48).

We designed and manufactured silicon wafers with a honeycomb pattern using photolithography. These wafers acted as molds to generate polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces with an array of hexagonal features 2.7 μm in height and 3 μm in diameter, separated by 440-nm trenches (designated as “HEX” patterns; Fig. 1B).
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on both (5625 \( \mu \text{fl} \mid \Delta \text{strains at 24 h}. \) These strains were each \( \Delta \) strains at 24 h. These data suggest that, although adherence of wild-type cells appears to benefit from surface patterning, the cells lacking flagella are unable to exploit the additional surface area provided by the microtopography.

It had previously been shown that mutants lacking flagella (\( \Delta \text{fl}iC \)) or unable to rotate flagella (\( \Delta \text{motB} \)) produce less robust biofilms than wild-type strains on flat surfaces (22). To determine whether this was also the case when cells are grown on patterned surfaces, we compared biofilm production of the wild type to that of the \( \Delta \text{motB} \) and \( \Delta \text{fl}iC \) strains at 24 h. These strains were each grown on submerged flat and HEX-patterned PDMS coupons, as above, for 24 h, and adherent cells were fixed and quantified by acquiring confocal z stacks of hydrated cells. Consistent with previous findings (22), the \( \Delta \text{motB} \) and \( \Delta \text{fl}iC \) strains each had significantly less biomass than the wild type regardless of surface topography (Fig. 3B). This indicates that motility, not just the presence of flagella per se, is required for optimal biofilm formation. Interestingly, although still more defective than wild type, the \( \Delta \text{motB} \) mutant accumulated more biomass than \( \Delta \text{fl}iC \) on both

Fig. 1. Bacterial surface adhesion. (A) Schematics of en face (Upper) and cross-sectional (Lower) views of rod-like bacteria adhering to flat (Left) or patterned (Center) substrates and attachment of bacteria possessing surface appendages to a patterned substrate (Right), when the length scale of surface topography is on the order of the bacterial diameter. (B) Scanning EM of a HEX PDMS substrate. (Scale bar, 2 \( \mu \text{m} \)). Inset is orthogonal view at lower magnification. (Scale bar: Inset, 5 \( \mu \text{m} \).) (C) Scanning EM of wild-type \( \text{E. coli} \) grown for 24 h at 37 \(^\circ\text{C}\) in M63+ on a HEX-patterned PDMS substrate. Inset is higher magnification. (D) \( \text{E. coli} \) grown on flat PDMS substrate. Inset is higher magnification. (Scale bars: in C and D, 10 \( \mu \text{m} \); Inset in C and D, 2 \( \mu \text{m} \).)

Notably, the spacing of the trenches was more than 1 SD below the measured mean cell diameter. We grew wild-type bacteria on smooth and HEX-patterned PDMS coupons submerged in M63+ medium. These static cultures were incubated for 24 h at 37 \(^\circ\text{C}\) and then prepared for scanning electron microscope imaging (Fig. 1 C and D). Surprisingly, our observations indicated that there was more surface coverage by the \( \text{E. coli} \) cells on HEX than on flat surfaces. Furthermore, we noted the presence of a dense, fibrous network surrounding the surface-bound cells.

Matrix components are salient characteristics of most biofilms; indeed, many bacterial species, including \( \text{E. coli} \), have been shown to produce several kinds of polysaccharide, protein, and DNA elements in their biofilm matrices. Because the \( \text{E. coli} \) cell bodies could not access the entire surface of HEX-patterned substrates, it seemed likely that the observed fibers were helping to augment surface attachment to these topographies. To identify the components of the fibrous material, we constructed and obtained mutants with deletions in known biofilm-associated genes, including the following: \( \text{wcaF} \), coding for the polysaccharide colanic acid; \( \text{bcsA} \), a cellulose gene; \( \text{fimA} \), coding for type I pili; \( \text{csxA} \), coding for curli amyloid fiber subunits; and \( \text{flhD} \), the master regulator for flagella synthesis. We grew each of these strains on HEX substrates as described above and imaged with a scanning EM (Fig. 2). All of the mutants resembled the wild type, except for \( \Delta \text{flhD} \), which had a clear lack of associated fibers. FlhD is a transcriptional regulator that controls expression of many genes including, but not limited to, the flagellar apparatus (26). To determine whether flagella or motility specifically were required for better colonization, we constructed deletion mutants for \( \text{fl}iC \), the flagelin subunit gene, and \( \text{motB} \), a motor protein that enables flagellar rotation (Fig. 2). The \( \Delta \text{fl}iC \) mutant displayed the same phenotype as seen for \( \Delta \text{flhD} \), indicating that the observed effect was due to the absence of flagella. Furthermore, the \( \Delta \text{motB} \) motility mutant was able to colonize the surface and it generated fibers similar to the wild type. These findings are consistent with the fibrous material being predominantly composed of flagellar filaments.

We examined the time course of adhesion for wild type and \( \Delta \text{fl}iC \) mutant on HEX-patterned versus flat surfaces to determine whether flagella play a role in the increased adhesion of the wild type to HEX surfaces observed in Fig. 1 B and C. To analyze this, we plotted the ratio of biomass on HEX/flat surfaces at different times over a period of 24 h. For both strains, there was a reduction in adhesion to the HEX surface versus the flat surface at 2 h, the earliest time analyzed (Fig. 3A). At later time points, however, the wild-type cells accumulated more on the HEX surfaces than on the flat surfaces. In contrast, the \( \Delta \text{fl}iC \) strain showed more biomass on flat surfaces than on HEX surfaces at all time points, although the ratio approached unity toward 24 h. These data suggest that, although adherence of wild-type cells appears to benefit from surface patterning, the cells lacking flagella are unable to exploit the additional surface area provided by the microtopography.

Fig. 2. Phenotypes of biofilm-associated knockouts on patterned PDMS. Wild-type (ZK2686) and mutant derivatives (as labeled) were grown on topographically patterned PDMS substrates for 24 or 48 h at 37 \(^\circ\text{C}\) in M63+. Scanning electron micrographs depict the morphological properties of each strain. (Scale bar, 2 \( \mu \text{m} \).)
Colonization of patterned substrates by wild-type and nonmotile bacteria and its relationship to surface wetting. (A) Biovolume on patterned (HEX) relative to flat substrates for wild-type and ∆flIC cells at various times. (B) Biovolume of cells adherent to submerged flat or HEX-patterned PDMS coupons after 24 h. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean of at least five independent experiments (five z stacks per experiment). **P < 0.001 by Student’s two-tailed test, compared with WT. (C) Phase-contrast images of the advancement of the wetting front during culture, at 4 h. The meniscus (dotted line) advances through the patterned substrate, exposing channels between surface features, thus increasing available surface area for bacterial attachment. The area to the Left of the dotted line is fully wetted, whereas the area to the Right of the line contains air pockets. The white arrow indicates the direction of the wetting front progression. Thirty minutes have elapsed between the images on the Left and Right. (Scale bar, 20 μm.) For full movie, see Movie S1. (D) Contact angle hysteresis measurements of substrates that have been exposed to growing E. coli cells for increasing incubation periods or M63− medium only, followed by sonication. Error bars represent SD. **P < 0.001 by Student’s two-tailed t test, comparing WT to control at 2 h. ***P < 0.001 by Student’s two-tailed t test, comparing WT to ∆flIC or ∆motB. See also Fig. S1. (E) Biovolume of cells adherent to submerged substrates after 2 h of culture. HEX substrates were either force-wet using ethanol followed by rinsing (HEX-wet), or left in their nonwetting state (HEX-nonwet). Error bars represent SD. **P < 0.001 by Student’s two-tailed t test, comparing HEX-wet to HEX-nonwet.

Although biofilm formation at 24 h was more robust in the wild type, both the flagella mutant and the wild type showed a dramatic preference for adherence to the flat substrate at the earliest (2 h) time point (Fig. 3A). Why was the patterned substrate successful at preventing adhesion at early time points, but not later? To better understand this phenomenon, we examined the substrates microscopically during the adhesion process. We noted that the HEX surface remained nonwetting, harboring trapped air bubbles within the trenches until ∼4 h, when the medium began to displace the entrapped air bubbles (Fig. 3C and Movie S1). This property, where the liquid phase rests atop a composite interface of air and solid, is termed the Cassie–Baxter wetting state, and is characteristic of superhydrophobic microtextured or nanotextured surfaces such as the lotus leaf (27, 28). We observed that this effect was lost over time in the presence of bacteria, resulting in complete wetting of the substrates (termed the Wenzel wetting state).

The difference in wetting properties of sterile medium versus medium with bacteria could be due to a change in surface tension of the medium or due to a change in surface energy of the substrate. Using the pendant drop method (29), we measured the surface tension of the M63− medium to initially be 70.1 ± 0.6 mN/m at 20 °C. After 16 h of conditioning with E. coli, the medium was extracted by centrifugation and filtration, and its surface tension was measured to be 69.1 ± 0.5 mN/m at 20 °C. Although measurements were not carried out at culture temperatures, the predicted decrease in surface tension by increasing to 37 °C would be unlikely to cause wetting. Furthermore, conditioned medium did not cause wetting of fresh HEX substrates incubated at 37 °C.

To determine whether bacteria produce a substance that functions to precondition the surface and allow for increased wetting, we measured contact angle hysteresis (CAH) of water on dry HEX substrates after they had been placed in the presence of growing E. coli for 0–8 h (Fig. 3D). CAH is the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and can be due to changes in surface energy or changes in surface topography. This value changes dramatically during Cassie–Baxter to Wenzel wetting transitions and so serves as a sensitive indicator of wetting state (30). All bacteria were removed by sonication before measurements, so as to avoid measuring properties of the bacteria themselves. CAH was significantly increased (P < 0.001) by 2 h of culture for all strains compared with control and continued to increase over the period measured. The medium-only controls did not wet during this period, resulting in the maintenance of a relatively low CAH. This difference in surface wetting properties indicates that the bacterial modification of the substrate surface energy (rather than modification of the liquid medium) is the dominant contributor to wetting properties. By 5 h, we observed a large increase in CAH for the wild type, but this was still significantly higher than the CAH of the two mutant strains (P < 0.001). A commensurate increase did not happen until 6 or 8 h in the ∆motB and ∆flIC strains, indicating that the surface wetting brought about by bacteria–surface interactions is aided by the presence of motile flagella. Examining advancing and receding contact angles individually (Fig. S1), we observed that all samples maintained a relatively constant advancing contact angle over time with a slight downward trend, likely due to surface conditioning by bacteria. As the surface transitioned from the Cassie–Baxter to the Wenzel wetting state, there was an increase in drop pinning, which was measured as a decrease in the receding contact angle (30). It is this receding angle that changed more drastically and differentiated the behavior of the wild type from that of the mutant strains.

On flat substrates, the lack of microstructure prevents the possibility of a Cassie–Baxter wetting state; thus, the surface is entirely available to the cells from the outset. On the structured surfaces, wetting did not significantly occur until after 2 h. During this initial period, only the structure tips (not the trenches) are available to cells. Only upon wetting does the complex surface become available. We tested this by force-wetting the HEX substrates before inoculation with wild-type cells. At 2 h, we measured adherent biovolume, noting a significant increase in attachment to prewet surfaces compared with the untreated HEX substrates (Fig. 3E).

We reasoned that if the superior attachment by wild-type cells to HEX substrates is due to the access provided by their flagella, then varying feature size would only affect overall adhesion and biomass insofar as it changes overall surface area. In contrast, the ∆flIC cells would experience a reduction in attachment whenever portions of the substrate remained inaccessible to the cell body. We compared attachment of wild-type cells and ∆flIC mutants to substrates as we varied the feature diameters and spacings, maintaining a constant pitch (Fig. 3B). In Fig. 3B, we compared attachment of wild-type cells and ∆flIC mutants to substrates as we varied the feature diameters and spacings, maintaining a constant pitch (Fig. 3B). Indeed, the ∆flIC cells increased attachment as the feature spacing became smaller, partially surpassing their adhesion to flat substrates. For wild-type cells, the increased spacing had the opposite effect.
Whereas the wild-type cells had over four times the biomass of ΔfiIC cells on HEX-patterned substrates (0.44-μm spacing), this difference was less than twofold on substrates with 1.70-μm spacing (Fig. 4B).

It appears that the benefit of having flagella is greater during adhesion to substrates with trenches smaller than the cell body than during adhesion to flat substrates or substrates with larger feature spacings. This phenomenon is unlikely to be due solely to the motility provided by flagella, because surface access should have been similar for all substrates tested. To further investigate the role of flagella in adhesion of wild-type cells to topographical substrates, we examined their dynamics in live cells during the adhesion process by fluorescently staining their flagellar filaments (31). Wild-type E. coli cells were placed in contact with HEX substrates and allowed to adhere. During the adhesion process, we observed attachment behavior. We noted that some cells were adhered by their flagella and exhibited tethering behavior (Fig. 5A and Movie S2). Additionally, some flagella inserted between surface features and attached within the submicron trenches, which was consistent with scanning EM findings, where flagella were observed to adhere between features (Fig. 5A and B, and Movies S2 and S3). After 4 h of incubation, we observed alignment of some flagella with the underlying substrate. There was a tendency of flagella to orient along the planes of symmetry of the substrate (Fig. 5C), which implies that the filaments were interacting with the PDMS surface and responding to its topography.

Discussion

We herein set out to characterize the bacterial adhesive response to substrates with regular surface topography. Specifically, we were interested in the role of surface appendages in this response. We tested the hypothesis that surface feature length scale could, on its own, reduce bacterial attachment by reducing available surface area. Indeed, we observed that submicrometer trenches between features were able to reduce attachment of mutants without flagella. However, the geometric simplification of bacteria as rigid rods becomes invalid when applied to wild-type bacteria possessing surface appendages. Wild-type E. coli achieved better adhesion to surfaces with trenches than to flat surfaces. Because their surface appendages could access the trenches, the wild-type cells actually experienced an increase in available surface area on HEX substrates compared with the wild type, whereas the nonflagellated cells experienced a decrease. These results indicate that bacterial adhesion to patterned surfaces is far more nuanced than anticipated by simplistic geometric models.

During the early adhesion process, we observed that all strains adhered more to flat substrates than to HEX substrates. Upon microscopic inspection, we could observe a wetting front progressing across the sample at 4–6 h into incubation, consistent with an initial Cassie–Baxter wetting state. Similarly, substrates removed from culture at 2 h appeared to be nonwetting, and the medium was observed to easily cascade off the substrates. At later time points, the samples remained wet upon removal. These observations were consistent with CAH measurements taken over 8 h of culture, showing a steady increase in hysteresis over time. Given this finding, it appears that, for short durations, the meniscus forming over each trench prevents bacterial adhesion and reduces surface availability to only the tips of the bumpy surface projections. At that time, structured surfaces do inhibit bacterial attachment. ΔfiIC and motAB mutants were delayed in surface wetting of HEX substrates compared with the wild type, as measured by CAH. We conclude that motile flagella increase the probability of generating pinning points, thereby resulting in low receding contact angles. This difference in receding contact angle, but similarity in advancing angle between mutants and wild type indicates that their effects on surface chemistry are
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EM images of the same rod of wild-type E. coli grown on HEX PDMS posts. Images were acquired with Everhart-Thornley (Left) and in-lens detectors (Right). The difference in shadowing between the two images highlights the depth of penetration of the flagellar filaments into the channels between the surface features. Note specifically the region indicated by the red arrow. (Scale bar, 2 μm.) (C) Image of Alexa 594-stained cells after initial adhesion to HEX substrate. (Scale bar, 10 μm.) Inset shows angular histogram of filament orientations of adherent E. coli. The histogram illustrates preferential alignment of filaments along the two of the three planes of symmetry of the hexagonal surface pattern. Axes of symmetry of the substrate are indicated with red arrows.

Fig. 5. Flagellar appendages “reach” and “grasp” to improve surface adhesion on patterned surfaces. (A) Selected frames from a video of Alexa 594-stained cells taken at 15 frames per second. Times are given (in seconds) in each panel. In frame 1, note that the upper cell (red arrow) is fully adherent (it remains stationary throughout the frames). Notably, its middle flagellum is nestled between the surface features slightly out of focus, because it is below the imaging plane. The other two flagella are resting atop the surface features in the focal plane. The lower bacterium is in the early steps of adhesion, tethered by one flagellum (yellow arrow), also nestled between the surface features. Its remaining free flagella continue to rotate rapidly until 2.45 s, at which time another (short) flagellum makes surface contact (yellow arrow). The cell body continues to slowly reorient as it makes more intimate contact (via other flagella and/or pilus) and settles in its final position at 13.14 s. (Scale bar, 5 μm.) Axes of symmetry of the substrate are indicated by arrows in the bottom-right image. For full movie, see Movie S2. (B) Scanning EM images of the same field of wild-type E. coli grown on HEX PDMS posts. Several studies have reported that flagella are necessary for biofilm formation by E. coli and other bacteria such as Listeria monocytogenes and Yersinia enterocolitica (22, 34, 35). Furthermore, in addition to the presence of flagellar filaments, motor proteins that cause flagellar rotation are required. It has been suggested that swimming motility allows improved access to surfaces for initial attachment (22, 35). In low-shear environments, however, motility has been shown to have no effect on attachment of E. coli to glass (36). It has long been known that E. coli can adhere to surfaces via flagella (37), and somewhat more recently, several pathogenic strains have been shown to adhere to epithelial tissue using flagella-mediated adhesion (38–40).

Here, we found that the ΔmotB mutant, which has flagella that are paralyzed, was only marginally better at adhering than the mutant lacking flagella and still had a marked reduction in surface adhesion compared with wild type (Fig. 3B). We posit that it is not simply the presence of flagellar filaments that enables access to the interfeature trenches, but the motion of these filaments as well. In examining the process of cell adhesion, it is apparent that the wild-type cells are able to rotate their flagella, even after initial attachment (Movies S2 and S3). This movement allows the flagella to explore the local geometry. There does not appear to be a strong long-range attractive force between the surface and the flagellar filament, but once the flagella adhere, it seems to be an irreversible process. From a functional standpoint, flagella should not typically be sticky, as this could impede swimming along a surface. Instead, there appears to be a low-affinity, high-avidity bond between flagella and the surfaces studied. This may be analogous to a cooperative binding event, where the initial binding reduces energy requirements for binding of additional monomers in the flagellar chain by forcing them into proximity with the surface. Still, there is some probability that nonmotile filaments would eventually make intimate contact with the substrate, perhaps aided by thermal motion. This possibility may account for the slight increase in biomass attained by ΔmotB cells over ΔflIC cells, despite their ostensibly reduced translational diffusion, owing to the presence of flagella, which increase the effective hydrodynamic radius of the cells (41).

We have herein revealed that the flagella play an important role in surface adhesion, apart from their swimming function. This is supported by the finding that the surface-bound biomass of nonflagellated cells is less than 25% of the biomass of wild-type cells on HEX surfaces, but when interfeature spacing is large enough to accommodate the cell bodies, the ΔflIC cells achieve greater than 50% of the wild-type biomass. Our data indicate that the flagellar filaments, aided by motor-driven rotation, are able to penetrate subsurface features inaccessible to the cell bodies. Furthermore, they may bridge gaps between similar, but they differ in their ability to expose surface features, which act as pinning points. We propose that the motor-driven motion of the flagella and/or cell body provides an input of vibrational energy that disrupts the metastable air–liquid interface and drives the recession of the liquid phase, thus enabling local wetting of trenches. This argument is further supported by microscopic observations of local advancement of the meniscus into trenches in areas where there is notable agitation by bacterial motion (Movies S4 and S5). Once the trenches are in contact with the culture medium, they can become conditioned with secreted proteins and/or medium components, and they become vacant attachment surfaces.

As has been noted in the literature, conditioning films can render surfaces more favorable for bacterial adhesion (32, 33). In our case, these conditioning films had the added effect of maintaining surface wetting. For the wild-type cells, accessibility of the interfeature trenches was critical in achieving increased adhesion. Once the initial layer of cells is able to anchor, these cells begin to alter the surface topography by their presence alone and can facilitate further attachment. In a sense, the adhesion of bacteria masks the surface features and acts as a topographical conditioning film, analogous to chemical conditioning films composed of macromolecules, which mask surface chemistry.
features, thus weaving a web for improved attachment of additional cells. We speculate that the presence of multiple flagella in a peritrichous arrangement may be of substantial benefit for surface adhesion in topographical environments. In some species, such as Alteromonas, and V. parahaemolyticus, the flagella are under differential genetic control from polar flagella (42). Efforts to isolate their individual functions have led to several interpretations concerning adhesion, virulence, and different forms of motility (43). We note that there are numerous enteric bacterial species possessing peritrichous and/or lateral flagella systems, which may be particularly important in an intestinal environment carpeted with microvilli.

Regardless of physiological interpretations, it is clear that bacterial adhesive abilities have evolved to enable attachment to a vast array of substrates. As the microscopic world tends to be highly structured, it is hardly surprising that bacteria should be able to cope with patterned landscapes. This work highlights the difficulties associated with prevention of bacterial surface colonization, and demonstrates the robustness and versatility of the bacterial adhesion repertoire. In light of this, we must incorporate multiple feature designs to improve antifouling surfaces. For example, if surfaces can be created that have stable Cassie–Baxter wetting states in biological settings, their superhydrophobicity may be exploited to reduce bacterial attachment, as we observed at early time points in the current study. The fact that bacteria can reach into small crevices and adhere with their flagella should prompt investigation into surfaces that can minimize flagellar adhesion, but can still be topographically controlled to limit access of the cell body and shorter appendages (such as pili). By increasing our understanding of the physiology of bacterial attachment in general and flagella–substrate interactions in particular, we can improve the parameters for the design of next-generation antibiofilm surfaces.

Materials and Methods

E. coli strain ZK2686 was used for all assays and as the genetic background for all deletion mutants. A summary of strains used is provided in Table S1. Growth and adhesion assays were carried out in static culture using M63 salts plus 0.5% (wt/vol) casamino acids and 0.2% (wt/vol) glucose (M63+). HK-2 substrates were cast in PDMS from a Bosch-etched silicon master, and feature sizes were varied using polypropylene electodeposition onto epoxy-negative replicates of the silicon master, followed by PDMS casting (44). Biovolume was quantified using image analysis of confocal z stacks. Detailed materials and methods are described in SI Materials and Methods.
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